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A B S T R A C T

Based on a numerical approach, we propose in this study to characterize the interaction between a laminar
boundary layer of a superheated or subcooled vapor flow and a static liquid pool at saturation temperature. For
the purpose of this study, we define a canonical configuration that will help to improve our physical under-
standing of the interaction between a laminar flow and vaporization or condensation. By performing a full set of
simulations sweeping the parameters space, correlations are proposed for the first time on the Nusselt number
depending on the dimensionless numbers (the Reynolds number, the Prandtl number, the Jakob number and the
density ratio) that characterize both vaporization and condensation. As attended, the Nusselt number decreases
or increases in the configurations involving vaporization or condensation respectively. For high Jakob number,
opposite trends are observed depending whether if vaporization or condensation is considered. Indeed a sa-
turation of the heat flux happens in the first case, whereas a self-amplification of the heat flux occurs in the
second one. Since the Nusselt number expressions are known, analytical expressions for the integrated heat flux
exchanged at the liquid/vapor interface can be determined. Our study also takes interest to the behaviour of the
viscous friction of the vapor flow on the liquid pool, which is weakly affected by the phase change, despite the
important variation of the local flow structure due to evaporation or condensation. The physical mechanisms
inducing all these phenomena are here discussed and clarified.

1. Introduction

There is currently little information on how an external flow will
modify evaporation or condensation of a liquid plane surface in spite of
its significant interest in various fields, such as processes in thermal
engineering, in combustion applications, weather forecasting or climate
modeling. Most applications cited above involve turbulent flows and
gas mixture. Nevertheless, the simpler configuration where a laminar
superheated or subcooled vapor flow is shearing a saturated liquid in-
terface has still never been solved whether theoretical, numerical or
experimental approaches are considered. This would be a significant
step forward before considering more complex configurations. The
theory of an expanding laminar boundary layer of a fluid above a solid
plate, known as the Blasius theory [1], has been generalized to account
for heat transfer between the fluid and an isothermal plate by Pohl-
hausen in Ref. [21]. Both theories are based on a boundary layer hy-
pothesis assuming that the velocity component in the streamwise di-
rection is much higher than the one in the normal direction to the plate.
However, when one considers an expanding boundary layer of a

superheated or subcooled vapor flow over a saturated liquid, the latter
assumption is no longer valid due to the phase change vapor flow that
will respectively blow or aspirate the boundary layer, depending on
whether vaporization or condensation occurs. The mathematical com-
plexity of this problem being strongly increased, the resulting flow will
exhibit a fully two-dimensional rotational structure for which a classical
theoretical analysis can hardly be practiced. Consequently, using fully
resolved numerical simulation is a promising alternative for tackling
such a problem in order to improve our knowledge in the field of heat
transfer in liquid-vapor flow with phase change. Phase change heat
transfer, treated using the so-called conception of the two-phase
boundary layer, has been a subject of study in several papers. For ex-
ample, Koh et al. made an analysis of a saturated vapor in a forced-
convection flow over a flat plate in Ref. [12] and a vertical plate in Ref.
[13]. The configuration with film boiling was studied for a forced-
convection flow by Cess and Sparrow in Ref. [4] and for a free-con-
vection flow by Kaneyasu and Takehiro in Ref. [11]. Turkyilmazoglu in
Ref. [32] studies the traditional Stefan problems concerning solidifi-
cation or liquidisation phenomena of a phase changing bar. Regarding
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This asymptotic case brings out a linear evolution of the Nusselt
number, both with the Jakob number and the density ratio, for low
vaporization rate.

When =Ja 0, the correction terms equal to 0 as the jump condition
on the velocity field is zero. Hence, the boundary layers are not mod-
ified and the expression of the Nusselt number fits simply with the one
obtained with the Blasius theory.

Considering the asymptotic cases Ja or l
v

, it can be
shown that in the vaporization case, the expression of the Nusselt
number tends towards a saturation value:
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It can be explained by remarking that an increase of the vapor su-
perheat tends to increase the local heat flux on the interface, and thus,
the jump on the normal velocity. As this jump condition tends to
thicken the thermal boundary layer and thus to decrease the local heat
flux, the saturation effect results from an equilibrium state between
these two antagonistic effects.

4.4.2. Asymptotic cases for the condensation Nusselt number correlation
The expression of the Nusselt number in the condensation case is

now presented for a low Jakob number.
If Ja 0, Eq. (15) becomes:
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considering

=Ja( 0) 0.

As for the vaporization, when =Ja 0, the Nusselt number simply fits
with the Blasius theory.

Moreover, if Ja or l
v

, an opposite trend to the one ob-
served for vaporization is reported. In the case of condensation, the
oncoming subcooled flow being aspirated towards the interface, the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer is reduced. This leads to an
increase of the local heat transfer as it can be visualized in Fig. 7. It is
found that in the case of condensation, no saturation effect on the
Nusselt number is observed neither in the numerical simulations, nor in
the expression of the proposed correlation 15. This can be understood
by remarking that, compared to vaporization, in the case of con-
densation, the jump condition on the normal velocity is of opposite
direction, favoring the local heat transfer. These trends have also been
observed when Figs. 6 and 7 were compared regarding to the influence
of the Jakob number on the evolution of the Nusselt number.

4.5. The integrated heat flux

From the correlations on the Nusselt number one can calculate the
expression of the integrated heat flux exchanged at the liquid/vapor
interface.

4.5.1. Vaporization
Given the expression (eq. (14)) of the Nusselt number when va-

porization happens, the heat flux per unit of width, integrated between
xL and x is defined as
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The different components of eq. (16) are calculated as it follows
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where =ncsc( ) sin n
1
( ) is the cosecant function and
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L is the Gauss hypergeometric function, defined
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with =a a( ) ( 1)! the gamma function.
If one considers also the region x x(0, )L where the boundary layer

is evolving without interacting with the vaporization, one will find the
following expression for the heat flux per unit of width
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The expression (eq. (19)) of the integrated heat flux is plotted in
Fig. 11. The black curve represents the integrated flux exchanged if the
boundary layer evolved without interacting with the liquid vaporiza-
tion. The dotted lines depict the x-evolution of the thermal flux ex-
changed at the liquid/vapor interface from xL to Lx for different values
of the Jakob number. As expected, the vaporization reduces the ex-
changed heat flux.

Fig. 11. The x-evolution of the integrated exchanged thermal flux at the in-
terface for =Pr 1.022, =Re 85.726xL , = 17.746l

v
and different values of the

Jakob number - vaporization configuration.





5. Conclusions

Based on numerical simulations, in this paper we propose correla-
tions on the influence of an external flow on the vaporization or con-
densation of a static liquid pool. It is shown that the local flow, induced

by the phase change, decreases or increases, respectively, the local heat
flux, depending upon vaporization or condensation is considered. For
the vaporization configuration it was found that the Nusselt number,
and therefore the heat transfer, decreases exponentially with the Jakob
number until reaching a saturation value. The opposite trend is ob-
served for the condensation, for which the Nusselt number increases as
an exponential function of the Jakob number. Another noteworthy re-
sult is about the viscous friction on the interface, or the tangential
component of the viscous tensor, which is weakly affected by the phase
change in the case of a plane interface. Additionally, given the evolu-
tion of the normal velocity v with y, the influence of the phase change
on the normal component of the viscous tensor is still very weak in
comparison to the tangential one, as it is the case for the classical
Blasius boundary layer. Moreover, even if the profiles are not super-
imposed, it can be qualitatively observed that the derivative v

y
is in the

same order of magnitude with or without phase change. This is why we
can conclude that the liquid vapor phase change has little influence on
the components of the viscous stress vector.
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Appendix A. Jump conditions

The liquid and the vapor phases are separated by an interface across which the phase change occurs (i.e. the liquid vaporizes into vapor or the
vapor condenses into the liquid). The subscripts l and v are used to refer to the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. The interface velocity is denoted
by V and n is the local unit vector pointing towards the liquid phase. The interface mass flux, m is obtained by using the mass conservation across
the interface:

= =m V V n V V n( ) ( ) .l l v v (A.1)

The jump on the velocity field across the interface can therefore be written as:

= mV n[ ] 1 .
(A.2)

According to the second law of thermodynamics and assuming that the local equilibrium hypothesis is still valid, the interface temperature is
imposed at the saturation temperature: = =T T Tl v sat at the interface. Integrating Eq. (3) across the interface along with Eq. (A.1) gives the following
jump condition for the energy conservation

=h k TV V n n[ ( ) ] [ ] ,l (A.3)

where the operator [ ] accounts for the jump across the interface and it is defined by: =f f f[ ] v l and h defines the enthalpy. It is assumed that h
depends only on the temperature. By using Eq. (A.1), the jump condition for the energy conservation rewrites

=mL k T n[ ] , (A.4)

with =L h[ ] the latent heat of phase change. Finally, integrating Eq. (2) across the interface and including the effects of surface tension leads to:

+ =p µ V
n

V n V n( ) ,n 2
(A.5)

which, by using Eq. (A.2), is rewritten as

= +p µ V
n

m[ ] 2 1 ,n 2

(A.6)

Appendix B. The influence of a conditioning section within the simulation domain

We have included here a graph demonstrating the validity of the inflow boundary condition. A conditioning section has been added, where the

Fig. 15. Evolution of the normal velocity v and the thermal flux for the va-
porization study case for =Pr 1.022, =Re 85.726xL , = 17.746l

v
, =Ja 3.69vap :

dashed line - Blasius theory, solid line - vaporization configuration.
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